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Introduction

The Apollo Program was designed to fulfill the specific operational goals of landing

man safely on the moon, enabling him to explore the lunar surface, and successfully

returning him to Earth. The engineering and operational complexity of this effort
necessarily limited inflight physiological studics of man to those measurements

considered vital to crew safety and health assessment. Limited availability of astronaut

time during busy preflight and postflight periods constrained evaluations significantly;

therefore, only examinations believed to have the greatest relevance to the understanding
of man's physiological responses to the space flight environment were undertaken.

Reductions in orthostatic tolerance following space flight were first observed with the

late flights of Project Mercury. Tilt table tests revealed moderate orthostatic hypotension

in the Mercury-Atlas 9 Pilot after only 34 hours of orbital flight. Because of this finding,
tilt table tests for orthostatic tolerance were incorporated into routine preflight and

postflight evaluations and continued throughout the Gemini Program. The results of these

tests confirmed consistent but variable losses of orthostatic tolerance following three- to

fourteen-day flights. Elevated heart rate, reduced pulse pressure, and increased pooling of

fluid in the lower extremities were found consistently dnring 70 ° upright tilts in the early
postflight period. Responses to this stress usually returned to normal within 50 hours

after splashdown, regardless of flight duration (NASA, 1963; 1967).

The advent of the Apollo Program presented new questions and uncertainties.

Fundamental differences in the Apollo spacecraft, in its operational environment, and in

program goals were expected to produce physiological responses that differed from those
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seenaftertheGeminiflights.Thetwo-gas(oxygenandnitrogen)atmosphereandthe
capabilityto moveaboutin thespacecraftledto speculationthatreturningApollo
crewmenmightshowlittleor nochangein orthostatictolerance.Ontheotherhand,
therewassomeconcernregardingtheabilityof thecardiovascularsystemto withstand
accelerationstressesassociatedwith lunardescentandascent.Headwardacceleration
(+Gz)wasimposedduringthe LunarModuledescentafterthreeto fourdaysof
weightlessness,andanearone-g(+Gz)forcewasproducedbytheascentprofileaftera
dayormoreof 1/6-gexposure.Also,theresultsofpostflighttestswereexpectedto show
importantdifferencesin cariovascularresponsivenessbetweencrewmenwhowalkedon
themoonandthosewhoremainedin weightlessflight.Thesespeculationsandmany
otherunansweredquestionsemphasizedtheneedto gainasmuchunderstandingas
possibleaboutthecardiovascularsystemanditsadaptation,firsttozerogand,later,to
oneg.

ForseveralyearsbeforethefirstmannedApolloflight,investigatorshadstudiedthe
effectson thecardiovascularsystemof theapplicationof lowerbodynegativepressure
(LBNP).Lowerbodynegativepressureinvolvestheapplicationof reducedpressure
usuallyto thatportionof thebodybelowthelevelof theiliaccrests.Evaluationsofits
useasasimulatoroforthostaticstress(Samueloffetal.,1966;Brownetal.,1966;Gilbert
etal., 1966;Murrayetal.,1967)andasapreventerof cardiovasculardeconditioning
(Stevensetal.,1966a;1966b)hadbeenmade.Lowerbodynegativepressure,atlevels
rangingfrom -40 to -60mmHg(-53x ]02 to -80x 102N/m2) asdeterminedby
individualtolerance,producedchangesinheartrateandbloodpressuresimilarto those
resultingfromuprighttilting.Clearly,thecardiovascularresponsesinitiallyinducedby
eitherstressproceduredependedprimarilyondisplacementofblood,chieflyfromcentral
bloodvolumereservoirs,tothelowerextremities.

Althoughqualitativelyalike, differencesin the magnitudeof cardiovascular
compensatory,responsesinducedby LBNPhavebeenreported.Stevens(1966)and
StevensandLamb(1965)foundagreaterincreaseinheartrateduringuprighttiltingthan
duringLBNPadjustedtoproducethesamecardiacoutputreduction(-19percent).Later,
Musgraveandco-workers(1969;1971)reportedthateventhoughLBNPat-40mmHg
(-53x 102N/m2)andtheuprightposturedisplacedessentiallyequalvolumesOfbloodto
the lowerextremities,negativepressurelevelsof -50mmHg(-67x 102N/m2) were
requiredto produceequivalentelevationsof heartrate.Bothgroupsof investigators
attributedthesmallerheartrateresponseduringLBNPto theabsenceof stimulationof
carotidandotherbaroceptorsbygravity-inducedhydrostaticpressureandflowchanges.
Further,theabsenceof hydrostaticpressuregradientsalongthelowerextremitiesduring
LBNPcauseddisplacedbloodtobedistributeddifferentlythanduringtilt.

In additionto thecapabilityto inducecardiovascularresponsessimilarto those
resultingfromorthostasis,severaladvantagesoverthetilt tabletestwereofferedbythe
LBNPprocedure.Nomovementof thesubjectwasrequired;therefore,instrumentation
waseasierto applyandmaintain,andphysiologicalsignalsremainedmorestable.Stress
couldbeappliedat severallevelsandthemagnitudeof stresscouldbeadjustedwith
greatereaseandprecisionwith theLBNPprocedure.Becauseit couldbeusedin
weightlessconditionsandtilt tabletestingcouldnot,LBNPtestingof Apollocrewmen
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furnisheda valuabledatabasefor futureapplicationto theunderstandingof Skylab
results.LBNPstudieswereperformedfor mostApollocrewmenfor missionsnot
encumberedby postflightquarantinerestrictions.In someinstances,a staticstand
procedurewasperformedin conjunctionwith, or insteadof LBNPevaluations.
Admittedly,thesetechniqueshadlimitations.Theresponseof thecardiovascularsystem
duringweightlessnesscanonlybeinferredfromstudiesperformedbeforeandafterflight.
In addition,manyvariables,includingclimaticandemotionalfactors,complicated
interpretationof theresults(Hoffleretal.,1974).

OnthelasttwoApollomissions,experimentalantihypotensivegarmentsweretested.
AlthoughtheGeminiandearlierApollomissionsrevealednoneedforsuchpostflight
support,plannersof the28-and56-daySkylabflightsenvisionedthepossibleneedfor
suchpostflightprotection.Thisconcernwasinpartengenderedbyreportsthatcrewmen
of the18-daySoyuz9orbitalmissionhadtobeassistedfromtheirspacecraftafterflight
becauseof difficulty standing,and that anti-Gsuits had beenprovidedfor
Soyuz11/Salyutcrewmenforusefollowingflightif necessary.

In thischapter,theresultsofthelowerbodynegativepressureandpassivestandtests
arepresented,andtheefficacyoftheexperimentalantihypotensivegarmentsisevaluated.
Manyanswerswill be requiredbeforethe entirepictureof man'scardiovascular
adaptationtoweightlessnesscanbeclarifiedandunderstood.TheApollocardiovascular
studiesconstituteasmallbutimportantstepin theacquisitionofthisknowledge.

Methodsand Conditions

Asnotedpreviously,anLBNPprotocolwasusedinconjunctionwithmissionsnot
encumberedby postflightquarantinerestrictions.To assessthecomparabilityof the
LBNPandpassivestandprocedures,bothtestswereperformedontheApollo9crewmen.
Thepassivestandprotocolalonewasusedforevaluatingtheorthostatictoleranceof the
Apollo10and11crewmen.TheApollo10to 14missionsincludedpostflightquarantine,
whichprecludeduseof theLBNP.Thetypesanddurationsofeachof theelevenmanned
Apollomissionsand the orthostaticevaluationtechniquesemployedfor eachare
describedin table1.Totalmissiondurationvariedfrom143to 302hours;forthelunar
landingmissions,thelengthofcrewtimei, " '_ - vaH_u:J _...... ,_,, ._ -_z L .....lit_till ._,_ LU l 0 IILtUl_.t/o g

The Command Module Pilot (CMP), his backup erewmember, and two control

subjects were fitted for Jobst waist-length leotards bcforc the flight of Apollo 16. These

garments were to be donned during postflight orthostatic evaluations to assess their

antihypotensive effect. A garment employing the capstan principle for the application of

lower body positive pressure was designed to be worn by the Apollo 17 CMP during
postflight tests.

The following subsections will describe the methodological aspects and conditions

affecting orthostatic evaluation with and without the use of countermeasure garments.

Equipment and Measures

Lower Body Negative Pressure Device. The device for accomplishing LBNP consisted

of a chamber of sufficient size to accommodate the lower body, an airtight waist seal, and
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a regulated vacuum source OVolthuis et ai., 1970; Wolthuis et al., 1972). The LBNP

device is shown in figure 1. The type of physiological measurements taken during the
LBNP protocol varied slightly from mission to mission. Measurements made in

conjunction with the Apollo 7 to 9 missions included continuous axillary and sternal lead

electrocardiograms, indirect blood pressure taken every 30 seconds by the Korotkov

sound technique [using the NASA Gemini blood pressure measuring system (NASA,

1968) ], and changes in calf circumference measured by double-strand, mercury-in-Silasfic

strain gages.

V

Figure 1. Subject undergoing test
in lower body negative pressure device.

For the Apollo 15 to 17 evaluations, the limited two-lead electrocardiogram (ECG)

was replaced with a modified Frank lead vectorcardiogram (VCG), and wide-band

precordial heart sounds (vibrocardiogram) were recorded with a capacitance microphone

system (LTV Research Center, Anaheim, Calif.). The respiration rates of the Apollo 16

and 17 crewmen were measured with a mercury strain gage attached to the lower thorax.

The carotid pulse trace was recorded for Apollo 17 crewmen.

Antihypotension Garments. A Jobst waist-length elastic leotard was used in

conjunction with the Apollo 16 mission. This garment was designed to produce a pressure
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at the ankle of 40 to 45 mm tig (53 x 102 to 60 x l02 N/m 2) that decreased linearly to

approximately 10 mm Hg (13 x 102 N/m 2) at the waist. To accommodate the reduction

in limb size expected to occur during flight, garments in three separate sizes were made

for the CMP. They were, respectively, 0.5, 1, and 1.5 cm smaller in circumference at the

calf with proportionate reductions throughout the lower limbs.

A lower body garment using the capstan principle to apply pressure to the lower

limbs was designed, fabricated, and sized for the Apollo 17 CMP to use following

splashdown. The garment is pictured diagrammatically in figure 2. Capstan pressure was

read from an aneroid gage and the capstan was inflated with a hand bulb, both of which

were concealed in a zippered pocket. The capstan exerted the pressure of the garment
over the skin at the ankle in a 2:lratio. This pressure diminished linearly to

approximately 10 mm Hg (13 x 102 N/m 2) at the waist. Preflight testing with pressure

sensors between the garment and the skin verified the ratio and the diminishing gradient

of pressure from ankle to waist. To accommodate anticipated loss of limb girth, laces

were provided for reducing the garment size slightly before stowage in the Command

Module. The capstan itself accommodated moderate changes (+-2.5 cm) in limb girth.

Physical Examinations

Major medical examinations of space flight crewmembers were performed at

approximately 30, 15 and 5 days before flight (F-30, F-15 and F-5, respectively).

Orthostatic tolerance evaluations performed as an integral part of these medical

examinations provided baseline information for comparison with postflight evaluation

results. These preflight orthostatic tolerance evaluations took place at the NASA
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) Cardiovascular Laboratory, llouston, Texas, and

at the NASA John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC) Medical Operations Facility, Kennedy

Space Center, Florida. As part of the major medical examinations, postflight orthostatic

tolerance evaluations were performed shortly after splashdown and at intervals of
approximately 24-hours thereafter. The number of postflight evaluations and the time at

which they were performed (table 2) were dictated partly by operational constraints and

partly by the length of time required for individual crewmembers to regain their preflight

status. As indicated in table 2, either two or three postflight orthostatic evaluations were

completed on each crewman; a fourth evaluation of the Apollo 15 to 17 crewmembers

differed in that it did not necessarily include orthostatic stress tests. Immediately

postflight, the first evaluations took place on the recovery ship; subsequent postflight

evaluations were performed on the recovery ship, at KSC, or at the JSC Cardiovascular

Laboratory.

Control Subjects

To ensure comparability of test conditions and operability of test equipment, several

members of the attending support team assigned to each Apollo mission participated in

preflight and postflight orthostatic evaluations identical to those used on crewmembers.
These control subjects were evaluated a day or two before the Apollo crewmen were

evaluated. The data collected helped ensure the validity of postflight changes observed in

space flight crewmembers and the operational readiness of test teams and equipment.
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Figure 2. Lower body positive pressure garment

employing the capstan principal.
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Table 2

Time of Apollo Postflight Orthostatic Tolerance Evaluations

Apollo

Mission

10

11

15

16

17

Crew-

member

CDR 3

CMP 2

LMP 5

CDR 3

CMP 4

LMP 5

CDR 2

CMP 4

LMP 3

CDR 2

CMP 3

LMP 2

CDR 6

CMP 7

LMP 8

CDR 3

CMP 4

LMP 5

CDR 4

CMP 6

LMP 5

CDR 6

CMP 5

LMP 7

First

Time of Postflight Evaluations

hours following splashdown)

Second Third

34

35

32

26 51

27 53

26 52

31 53

33 55

32 54

26

27

28

25

25

26

43 73

42 71

44 72

24 68

26 70

25 71

24 48

26 50

25 51

Fourth

122

121

137

162

162

162

90

91

91

Test Protocols

The protocols for the two orthostatic stress procedures are shown in figure 3. The

supine LBNP protocol consisted of a five-minute resting control period, a five-minute

period at each of three distinct reduced-pressure levels, and a five-minute recovery period.

The first five-minute period of reduced pressure included one minute at -8 mm Hg

(-11 x 10 2 N/m 2) and one minute at -16 mm Hg (-21 x 10 2 N/m2), followed by three

minutes at -30 mm Hg (-40 x 102 N/m2). The two short-duration, relatively low levels of

reduced pressure were adopted to obtain additional information regarding the

responsiveness of lower limb capacitance vessels. The three levels of sequentially applied

reduced pressure used were chosen on the basis of previous experience in the JSC

Cardiovascular Laboratory (Wolthuis et al., 1970). As reported, the use of an incremental

LBNP protocol produced physiological responses for each level of reduced pressure
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applied and ensured a measurable, quantitative stress response in both the normal

preflight and the orthostatically intolerant postflight conditions.

50 mm Hg (67x102 N/m 2)

I
40 mm Hg [

(53x102 N/m 2)

REDUCED-PRESSURE

STRESS (LBNP)
30 mm Hg

I (40x102 N/m 2)

16 mm r._]

RESTING 8 mm Hgl(21x102 N/m2)

CONTROL (l-_'1x102 NtSm2)
f I

0 5 10

RESTING

RECOVERY

I I
15 20 25

TIME, MINUTES

PASSIVE

VERTICAL

STAND

SUPINE

RESTING

CONTROL
I

0 5 10

TIME, MINUTES

Figure 3. Orthostatic stress procedure protocols.

The passive stand protocol consisted of a five-minute resting supine control period

followed by a five-minute passive stand. For the passive stand, the subject leaned against a

wall in a relaxed manncr with his heels spaced 15 cm (6 in.) away from the wall.
Physiological measurements made during this protocol included continuous sternal and

axillary lead ECG's, and indirect blood pressure taken by the Korotkov sound technique
at 30-second intervals.
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TheApollo16tests,utilizingtheJobstleotard,wereperformedpre-andpostflight.
PassivestandtestswereperformedattheF-15testsontheCommandModulePilot,the
backupCMP,andthetwocontrolsubjects,andwererepeatedon theCMPandthe
controlsattheirrespectiverecoverydayexaminations.ThetestsfollowedtheLBNPtest
andconsistedofa five-minutesupinerestperiodfollowedbyafive-minutestandperiod
in themannerof theearlierApollopassivestandtests.Theleotardswerethendonned,
and,afteraten-minuteperiodof supinerest,thestandtestwasrepeated.Bloodpressure
andheart-ratedatawereobtainedbyusingtheinstrumentationoftheearlierLBNPtest.

Approximatelyone-halfhourbeforeApollo17deorbit,theCommandModulePilot
donnedbutdid not intlatetheantihypotensivegarment.Aftersplashdown,whilestill
recliningin the couch,he inflatedtile capstanto a pressureof 130 mm Hg
(173x 102N/m2) and,thus,furnished65mmHg(87x 102N/m2) pressureoverthe
ankleregion.Thispressurewasmaintaineduntilastandtestcouldbeperformed.Thesuit
wastestedby performingastandtestfourhoursaftersplashdownandbeforeLBNP
testing.Crewtimerestraintsprohibitedrepetitionof thepreflightprotocol,which
includedseparatetestswithandwithoutthegarment,eachseparatedbyanappropriate
recoveryperiod.Therefore,thecrewmanspentfiveminutesin thesupinepositionwith
thecapstaninflated,fiveminutespassivestandingwiththecapstaninflated,fiveminutes
standingwith thegarmentdepressurized,andfourminutesstandingwiththecapstan
reinflatedto theoriginalcapstanpressureof 130mmHg(173x 102N/m2).Thetotal
durationoftilecontinuousstandwas15minutes,includingapproximately45secondsfor
reinflationof thecapstan.HeartratewasobtainedcontinuouslyfromtheVCG;blood
pressurewasmeasuredevery30secondsbyaSkylabautomaticbloodpressuremeasuring
system.

AncillaryIndicatorsof OrthostaticTolerance
Accessorycardiovascularandrelatedmeasurementsweremadein conjunctionwith

orthostaticevaluations.Beforeorthostaticevaluationof theApollo7to 11and15to 17
crewmen,thecircumferenceofthecalfatitsmaximumgirthwasmeasuredduringsupine
rest.An assessmentof total lowerlimbvolumemadeon the Apollo16and 17
crewmembersconsistedof multiplelegcircumferencemeasurementsatdiscreteintervals
fromtheanklesto thegroinwhilethecrewmanwassupinewiththelegsextendedand
slightlyelevated.Limb volumewascomputedby summingsequential,truncated,
assumed-circularcones.Standard1.8-m(6-ft)posterior-anteriorchestX-raysweretaken
of everycrewmemberathislastmajorpreflightmedicalexaminationandfirstpostflight
evaluation.Thecardiothoracic(C/T)ratiowasdeterminedbystandardclinicalmethods.
Theambienttemperatureandtheoraltemperatureandbodyweightof eachcrewman
wererecordedateachevaluation.

AmbientConditionsandOtherVariables
Ambienttemperaturesandoraltemperatureswererecordedduringpreflightand

postflightorthostaticevaluationsbecausesufficientlyhightemperaturescanaffect
orthostatictestsin an adverseway.Whileambienttemperaturesduringpreflight
orthostaticevaluationswereacceptablylow,temperaturesduringthefirst postflight
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evaluations were generally markedly higher. Ambient temperatures during orthostatic

evaluations for the Apollo 15 Commander are illustrative. During preflight testing, the
mean ambient temperature derived from measurements made on three separate days of

testing was 297°K (24°C). On the first postflight day, the ambient temperature during

orthostatic evaluation was 301°K (28°C). The significant elevation in group mean

ambient temperature at the first postflight evaluation reflected the recovery zone climate

(usually tropical) and inadequate air conditioning of the recovery ships. Group mean

ambient temperatures for subsequent postflight evaluations were not significantly
different from preflight temperatures.

Preflight examinations employing the Apollo 16 antihypotensive garment were

performed under adequately controlled temperatures of 295 ° to 296°K (22 ° to 23°C).

However, environmental temperatures during the first and second postflight examinations

were the highest of any encountered during the Apollo shipboard tests, ranging from
305 ° to 306°K (32 ° to 33°C) during the postflight stand tests of the CMP. Apollo 17

crewmen were exposed to high environmental temperatures during transfer to the

recovery vessel and during subsequent ceremonies, but their tests were performed in the

air-conditioned Skylab Mobile Laboratory at a temperature of 296°K (23°C).

Table 3 is a tabulation of group mean oral temperature. [{ere, too, the preflight mean

was based on three separate determinations, thirty, fifteen and five days before flight.

The elevation in this parameter noted at the first postflight evaluation continued for

succeeding postflight days.

The effects of elevated ambient and oral temperatures within the postflight evaluation

periods may be altered by the presence of certain additional variables. For example,

although most Apollo crewmembers reported a normal amount of sleep before each

preflight evaluation, there was a significant group mean reduction in the amount of sleep

on the night before splashdown. Further, the interval between venipuncture for
biochemical analysis (30 to 80 cm 3 withdrawn) and time of orthostatic evaluation varied

widely (15 minutes to many hours) within preflight and postf!ight time frames_ Finally,

the interval between food ingestion and orthostatic evaluation also varied widely

(15 minutes to 17 hours).

Data Collection and Reduction

The various physiological measurements were recorded in real time on a strip chart

recorder and on frequency modulation magnetic tape. The strip chart data wcre used for

real-time assessment of crewmember well-being and safety. The appearance of

presyncopal symptoms in some crewmen during orthostatic stress caused early termina-

tion of the procedure. Analog tape data were subsequently converted to digital data and

analyzed by specially developed software on a Sigma 3 computer system.

Minute heart rates were derived from an analysis of electrocardiogram or vector-

cardiogram R-R intervals; systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure values were

read at the appearance of the first and last Korotkov sounds, respectively, on the

calibrated descending arm cuff pressure ramp. Percentage change in calf volume was

measured by calculating the change from initial, resting-calf circumference and converting
this value to percentage change in calf volume using the method of Eagan (1961). Two
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successive heart sound complexes were analyzed from the vibrocardiogram each minute;

computation of stroke volume followed the method of Agress and co-workers (1967).

For each crewman evaluation, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood

pressure, pulse pressure, and stroke volume values were averaged within each of the five

five-minute LBNP periods and within the two five-minute passive stand periods to

produce the respective mean values within each of these periods. These mean values for

each crewmember, during each period and by each measurement, were subsequently used
as the best estimate of measurement within that period in the compilation of data tables.

In the case of percentage, maximal calf volume change rather than mean values within
each level of LPNP was used.

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed statistically by individual crewmember and by group mean. For

individual crewmembers, the mean and the standard deviation of the three preflight
values for each measurement in each distinct protocol condition were calculated

(preflight summary). From these values, fiducial limits of the normal range at the

95-percent confidence level were determined. Individual postflight values lying outside
these limits were defined as statistically significant changes and are indicated

appropriately in the tables. Group means and standard deviations were calculated for each

discrete measurement within each protocol condition for every evaluation day and for the

preflight summaries. Preflight summary group means were compared with each postflight
counterpart by using the independent t-test.

It should be noted that four astronauts flew two Apollo missions each. The Apollo 8

Command Module Pilot (CMP) flew as the Apollo 13 Commander (CDR); the Apollo 9

CMP flew as the Apollo 15 CDR; the Apollo 10 CMP flew as the Apollo 16 CDR; and the

Apollo 10 Lunar Module Pilot (LMP) flew as the Apollo 17 Commander.

Results

Heart Rates

Of the various cardiovascular measurements obtained from Apollo crewmembers
a.._:__ ,L_: ..... I.._,:^__ heart rate was ,i. .... • _n_:l.......... a ._,_ .,:.lama ,I,.
UUlIII_ LIIUII UV_ILIUdlLIOII_ LlI_ tiling ugi._ll.y I|IUOLOULLU _IlLI .y I_ILa_U LII_ _O_lll_OL

accurate and predictable values. Table 4 contains heart-rate data on individual crew-

members during three conditions of orthostatic stress evaluations: (1) resting supine
control, (2) the highest level of LBNP [-50 mm Hg (-67 x 102 N/m2)], and (3) passive

standing. Resting supine heart rate is elevated significantly in 13 of 24crewmen

(54 percent) at the first postflight evaluation; the group response is elevated at the

two-percent level of confidence. A trend toward preflight values is subsequently evident.

By the third postflight evaluation, only three of fifteen individuals (20 percent) show

significant elevations in resting supine heart rate, and the group mean value is not

statistically different from the preflight group mean heart rate (n = 15, paired).
Following the same comparisons, the application of -50 mm Hg (-67 x 102,N/m 2)

LBNP produced significantly elevated heart rates in 14 of 17 Apollo crewmen

(82 percent) at the first postflight evaluation, with a group elevation significant at the

0.1-percent level. The Apollo 15 LMP experienced presyncope during the last seconds of
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-40 mm Hg (-53 x 102 N/m 2) LBNP and was not tested at -50 mm Hg (-67 x 102 N/m 2)

LBNP on recovery day. Five other crewmembers (the Apollo 8 CMP, the Apollo 8 LMP,

the Apollo 9 LMP, the Apollo 16 CMP, and the Apollo 16 LMP) developed presyncopal

symptoms at some point before protocol completion during their immediate postflight

-50 mm Hg (-67 x 102 N/m 2) stress; the Apollo 15 Commander experienced similar

symptoms during his second postflight evaluation. Although more crewmembers,

immediately postflight, demonstrated a larger heart rate increment over preflight values

during LBNP stress than during the resting control period, statistically significant group

differences disappeared by the third postflight evaluation. Passive vertical standing results

indicated a similar increase in heart rate immediately postflight, with eight of nine

crewmembers (89 percent) having heart rates above their 95-percent preflight envelope,

and the group mean value being elevated at the 0.1 percent level.

In table 5, heart rates of Apollo crewmembers are compared with those of control

subjects for three protocol conditions. Significant "postflight" heart rate changes among

the control subjects onboard the recovery ship were not observed. Although the control

subjects were exposed to similar environmental conditions, all had a five- to ten-day

acclimatization period onboard the recovery ship preceding their evaluations.

Table 5

Apollo Crewmember Versus Control Subject Heart Rate Data

Preflight Summary Postflight Evaluations

Protocol Apollo Response , First SecondCondition Group

N X" SD i SDt N I _" p N _ p

Resting supinet Crew 24 61.6 I 8.60 1.06 24 ! 69.7 0.02 I 24 67.2 0.05
- Control 22 69.7 6.93 1.00 22 69.4 n.s. 10 70.4 n.s.

_50 Hg*mm Crew 18 17

Control 16 4 87.3 n.s, 9 84.2 n.s.LBNP / 76.5 113.27 1.55 108.5 0.001 ] 17 92.2 0.0285.1 8.14 1.49 1
Crew 9 76.4 I 6 11 1 94 q 99.8 0.00! i 9 91.8 0.01

Stand }I Controlsl 7 179.6 640 2172 ; I 81.1 n.s. I - - -

*--67 x 102N/m 2

Note: N = Number of subjects
X = Group mean

SD i = Standard deviation of crewmember preflight summary means
SDt = Standard deviation of three preflight group means
p = Probability level

Heart Rate and Other Measures During Several LBNP Protocols

Table 6 contains group mean values for several physiological measurements by

protocol condition. Preflight summary group means are shown with two different

standard deviations. The first (SDi) is an expression of variability between the

crewmember preflight summary means; the second (SDt) is a measure of variability
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among the three preflight group means. Accompanying each postflight evaluation group

mean is the t-test probability that it differs from the preflight summary group mean. For

the resting supine control condition, heart rate is significantly elevated at the first

and second postflight evaluations. The reciprocal of this response is seen in the

stroke volume data. No significant differences are noted after flight in the resting

systolic, diastolic, or pulse pressures. During the three conditions of reduced pressure
[-30, -40, and -50 mm Hg (-40 x 102, -53 x 102 and -67 x 102 N/m 2) LBNP], heart

rates are significantly elevated at the first postflight evaluation, with a trend toward
preflight summary response values in subsequent postflight evaluations. Again, stroke

volume followed a reciprocal pattern. Significant decreases in systolic and pulse

pressures are seen during LBNP only in the first postflight evaluations. Changes

during the passive stand condition parallel changes during LBNP. Postflight changes

during the recovery condition are not significant. All postflight alterations return to
preflight summary values by the third postflight evaluation.

Calf Volume Changes Induced by LBNP

No significant postflight changes in calf volume are observed during the three

conditions of reduced-pressure stress at any of the postflight evaluations (table 6).

Table 7, which includes data on individual calf volume change during Apollo LBNP

maximal stress, is presented because plethysmographic data from Gemini tilt table tests

indicated increased postflight calf volume during tilt stress. Seven of seventeen Apollo

crewmembers (41 percent) showed significantly decreased postflight calf volume changes

during the maximal [-50 mm Hg (-67 x 102 N/m2)] LBNP level, and the total group

mean also decreased from the preflight value, although not to a statistically significant

degree.

Body Weight Changes

Significant body weight changes occurred in virtually all astronauts regardless of flight

duration. If a significant part of the weight change is due to a reduction in blood volume

or loss of body fluids, cardiovascular function might be affected. Consequently, weight

changes were considered in conjunction with orthostatic evaluations. Table 8 contains

data on individual body weights at each evaluation date. Preflight summary means are

based on three weights taken on the days of the major medical examinations. Launch day

(F-O) weights are also listed because the postflight weight of United States space crewmen

has been previously based on these data (Berry, 1973). The launch day group mean is

clearly decreased (0.7 kg) from the preflight summary group mean. The t-test probability

for postflight weight change is referenced to the preflight summary group mean rather

than to the single launch day group mean, because the preflight mean is more

representative of true crew weight change. The first postflight group mean weight shows a

3.4-kg (4.4 percent) decrement that is not regained at 90 to 160 hours after splashdown
by the nine crewmen (Apollo 15 to 17 missions) weighed that long after recovery.

Resting Calf Circumference and Volume of the Lower Limbs

The simple and relatively accurate supine measurement of maximal calf circumference

was performed before and after flight on 24 crewmen. The first section of table 9
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contains values of the average of both calves for individual crewmembers at each test

date. In the first postflight evaluation, 16 of 24 crewmembers (67 percent) showed

significantly reduced calf circumference. Group mean values showed a statistically

significant probability (p < 0.05) immediately postflight of a decrement of l.l cm

(3 percent) that was not totally regained at approximately 120 hours after splashdown by
two of the three crewmen tested at that time.

Total leg volume was calculated for the six crewmen of the last two Apollo missions

(Apollo 16 and 17). The last section of table 9 contains data on total leg volume as the

sum of both legs. Although not statistically significant, a one-liter (5.8 percent) group
mean decrement was seen in the first two postflight evaluations. No clear trend toward

restitution was seen as late as 90 to 160 hours after splashdown; subsequent measure-

ments were not performed.

Cardiothoracic Ratios

To determine whether a change in heart size had occurred, cardiothoracic (C/T) ratios
were calculated. Once before and once after flight, posterior-anterior chest X-rays were

taken of each crewmember. The C/T ratios given in table 10 provided a measure of heart

size to amplify the preceding weight and leg-size data. Accurate cardiothoracic ratios

could not be obtained from three postflight films. Synchronization at peak systolic and

peak diastolic cardiac phases for X-rays taken on the last six Apollo crewmembers
(Apollo 16 and 17 missions) enabled achievement of greater accuracy by providing two

films for each preflight and postflight comparison, and by eliminating random X-ray

exposure in the cardiac cycle. Twenty-four of thirty crewmembers (80 percent) showed a

decrease in postflight C/T ratios with a group mean cardiothoracic ratio decrement of

0.021 (5 percent), highly significant at p < 0.001. The Apollo 17 CMP, who showed a

postflight increase in C/T ratio, wore a special antihypotensive pressure garment from

splashdown until LBNP evaluation five hours later.

Special Measures for Apollo 15, 16, and 17

Vectorcardiographic data for Apollo 15, 16, and 17 crewmen showed no changes of

clinical significance. An analysis of the phonocardiographic findings derived from the

vibrocardiogram and of the systolic time intervals obtained with carotid pulse and VCG

measurements was incomplete at the time of this writing.

Antihypotensive Garment Efficacy

Seven hours after splashdown, orthostatic evaluations were made of the Apollo 16

CMP wearing the antihypotensive garment. The garment was 0.5 cm smaller at the calf

than the one worn during preflight testing to compensate for the expected loss of lower

limb girth from disuse in zero g. The results are shown in table 11. Blood pressure and

heart rate data are expressed as mean values with one standard deviation, for each

five-minute period.

As noted earlier, ambient temperatures during postflight testing of Apollo 16

astronauts were high [305°K (32°C) to 306°K (33°C)]. During the same tests on two

control subjects one day earlier, the temperature was somewhat lower: 301°K (28°C) for
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Table 10

Apollo Crewmen Cardiothoracic Ratios

During Orthostatic Evaluations

(Ratios based on X-radiographs)

Apollo Crew-

Mission member

CDR

7 CMP

LMP

CDR

8 CMP

LMP

CDR

9 CMP

LMP

CDR

10 CM P

LMP

CDR

11 CMP

LMP

CDR

12 CMP

LMP

CDR

13 CMP

LMP

CDR

14 CMP

LMP

CDR

15 CMP

LMP

CDR

16 CMP

LMP

CDR

17 CMP

LMP

Group Mean

-+SD

Preflight

F-5 Days

0.46

0.45

0.39

0.44

0.44

0.38

0.37

0.43

0.36

0.43

0.43

0.50

0.40

0.35

0.40

0.37

0.41

0.40

0.42

0.43

0.43

0.39

0.41

0.46

0.42

0.40

0.48

0.41

0.44

0.36

0.50

0.43

0.37

0.417

0.0383

t-Test

First Post-

flight

0.44

0.41

0.36

0.40

0.41

0.32

0.36

0.39

0.33

0.39

0.39

0.40

0.40

0.39

0.39

0.41

0.42

0.39

0.42

0.40

0.44

0.43

0.37

0.51

0.40

0.41

0.34

0.44

0.46

0.36

0.399

0.0384

n.s.

Change

in C/T

--0.02

--0.04

--0.03

--0.04

--0.03

--0.06

--0.01

-0.04

--0.03

--0.04

--0.04

-0.10

0.00

--0.01

+0.02

-0.01

-0.01

--0.04

+0.03

--0.01

-0.02

+0.01

--0.03

+ 0.03

-0.01

--0.03

--0.02

--0.06

+0.02

0.00

--0.021

0.0281

p<0.001
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control subjcct 1, and 303°K (30°C) for control subject 2. The results of their tests also

appear in table 11.

Table 11

Preflight and Postflight Passive Stand Test Data With and Without

Jobst Antihypotensive Garment

Subject

Position
Measurement

Without Garment

Preflight Postflight

Mean +_SD Mean +SD

With Garment

Preflight { PostflightMean +-SD Mean +SD

Apollo 16 Command Module Pilot

Supine

Erect

Heart rate, bpm

SBP, mm Hg*

DBP, mm Hg*

Heart rate, bpm

SBP, mm Hg*

DBP, mm Hg*

45.8 +_0.96

113.5 4- 2.64

74.3 -+ 2.00

55.8 + 1.79

121.6 + 5.62

77.2 + 4.37

57.8 -+0.84

119.2 + 4.80

80.8 + 2.90

87.6 + 0.89

112.6+_6.17

67.5 -+3.89

44.8 -+ 0.84

117.9 + 7.09

67.2 + 4.21

55.2 +- 3.56

117.8 + 4.02

77.8 +- 5.27

54.6 +- 0.89

112.6 -+6.17

67.5 + 3.89

78.4 -+ 1.34

110.2 +- 5.24

75.2 + 6.02

Control Subject 1

Supine

E rect

Heart rate, bpm

SBP, mm Hg*

DBP, mm Hg*

Heart rate, bpm

SBP, mm Hg*

DBP, mm Hg*

77.6 + 0.89

118.0+ 2.71

57.4 + 2.95

85.8 +- 0.84

119.1 + 0.72

74.9 +- 2.66

60.2 + 1.30

102.8 + 4.77

62.1 + 2.81

76.8 + 1.48

104.4 +- 8.38

75.8 +-4.02

81.4 + 1.52

118.4 +- 2.50

58.0 + 4.45

78.4 + 2.70

122.7 +-4.79

75.1 +-3.60

63.4 + 2.70

111.3 + 4.47

58.4 + 4112

70.4 + 1.34

109.6 +- 3.95

76.5 +- 3.24

Control Subject 2

Supine

Erect

"1 mm H

Heart rate, bpm

SBP, mm Hg*

DBP, mm Hg*

Heart rate, bpm

SBP, mm Hg*

DBP, mm Hg*

= 1.33 x -102 N/m 2

67.2 + 0.84

134.3 +_3.11

71.8 -+ 5.03

76.8 +- 2.05

145.0 + 7.44

82.8 + 2.57

72.4 + 0.89

127.7 + 5.58

74.9 -+ 5.21

92.2 +-2.17

132.7 -+8.74

81.4 + 5.52

64.0 + 1.87

137.1 + 2.85

81.3 + 5.01

70.6 -+ 1.95

149.7 +- 5.25

90.4 + 3.47

71.2 +- 1.30

124.2 -+ 5.55

75.0 + 1.63

85.0 -+ 1.22

136.0 -+ 8.01

84.4 + 7.95

The Apollo 17 CMP, as noted previously, inflated his antihypotensive garment
one-half hour before deorbit and kept it inflated [which provided a pressure of 65 mm Hg
( 87 x 102 N/m 2) over the ankle area] until a standard orthostatic evaluation could be

made. Under the conditions of testing, his heart rate increased slightly and tended to

climb after the garment was deflated. Heart rate declined slightly upon reinflation
(figure 4). Heart rate and blood pressure data are shown in table 12 as mean values for the

three five-minute periods and for the single four-minute period.
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with antihypotensive garment - Apollo l 7 CMP.

Table 12

D1LI .... • D_ __r] utOO ju tDFessui-e r_ _.[lual. t £t_ttu dllU Lilt Lit

for Apollo 17 Command Module Pilot During Passive Stand Test

Utilizing Antihypotensive Garment

Measurement

Heart rate, bpm

SBP, mm Hg*

DBP, mm Hg*

Pulse pressure, mm Hg*

Supine Erect

Garment Garment Garment Garment

Inflated Inflated Deflated Reinflated

Mean +-SD Mean -+SD Mean +SD Mean +SD

70.1 + 3.50

115.5+8.28

64.6 + 3.92

49.4 +_6.90

98.3 +- 3.43

128.8 + 3.27

82.7 -+ 4.22

46.9 +- 7.25

105.2 +-3.82

131.0 -+3.89

84.4 +_4.93

46.6 + 5.46

103.5 _+3.72

129.1 -+ 5.92

85.4 + 2.88

43.3 + 7.16

"1 mmHg=1.33x 102N/m 2.
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Discussion

The objective of Apollo preflight and postflight cardiovascular evaluations was to

determine the effects of space flight on human physiological functions. These studies

were performed within the context of transporting man safely to the moon and returning
him to Earth while ensuring his well-being and functional capability in an unnatural
environment. It would be naive, however, to ascribe the cardiovascular findings reported

here to the effects of weightlessness alone. The observed postflight cardiovascular changes
reflect the total effect of the environmental conditions encountered by each crewman

within a given space flight mission. In addition to stresses of the weightless state, these
conditions included stresses of launch, inflight deviations from normal work and rest

cycles, variations in duration and magnitude of lunar activity, changes in diet, and stresses
of entry, splashdown, and recovery. Unfortunately, the relative contribution of each of
these environmental conditions cannot be established.

Significant postflight changes in cardiovascular measurements have included elevated

resting and orthostatically stressed heart rate, similar but reciprocal decreases in stroke

volume, and decreases in pulse pressure during orthostatic stress caused almost exclusively

by decreases in systolic blood pressure. These changes are characteristic of decreased
orthostatic tolerance. In addition, several presyncopal episodes occurred postflight during

orthostatic stress. To properly assess the postflight decrease in crew orthostatic tolerance,
however, one must consider the set of variables that existed during the recovery period.

1. Crewmen were launched and maintained in a temperate environment but were

recovered and evaluated immediately after flight at significantly elevated ambient

temperatures (Apollo 10, 11, and 17 missions excepted).

2. Crewmen were physically more active in the time periods immediately preceding

and following splashdown. This activity tended to augment any postflight thermal

stress.

3. Preflight evaluations were always performed in the morning hours, whereas

postflight evaluations were usually performed in the afternoon or evening hours
with respect to the preflight work and rest cycles established at the Kennedy

Space Center and normally maintained in flight. This change in the time of day
postflight evaluations were performed could have produced diurnal variations in

body temperature, heart rate, and orthostatic tolerance.

4. Returned crewmen were exposed for varying time periods to ortbostatic stress in

one-g prior to orthostatic testing.

5. Vestibular effects associated with readaptation to the one-g environment were

compounded by sea motion (not expressly evaluated).

6. Neurohumoral forces were altered by the excitement and the emotion of return
to Earth.

These stresses and uncontrolled variables undoubtedly affected the postflight cardio-

vascular changes reported here.
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Certain relationships suggest that all the factors listed contributed significantly. A

positive, though statistically insignificant, correlation (r = 0.27) exists between change

(preflight to postflight) in resting heart rate and change in oral temperature (figure 5).

Also, there is a significant positive correlation (r = 0.52) between postflight change in

orthostatically stressed heart rate and postflight change in resting heart rate (figure 6). In

concert with similar data from Gemini crew evaluations, these Apollo findings suggest

that, for flights of eight to fourteen days, postflight resting or orthostatically stressed

heart rates do not increase in conjunction with increasing mission duration.
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Figure 5. Positive correlation between preflight to postflight change

in oral temperature and change in resting heart rate.

Weight loss was a universal finding among Apollo flight crews, but the cause and the

specific body tissues involved are not readily apparent. A positive correlation between

weight loss and change in total blood volume (r = 0.77) was obtained from Apollo data.

Fluid losses or changes, however, did not fully explain the weight loss. The relatively

inactive role of the lower extremities during space flight predisposes them to significant

loss of tissue substance, especially in muscle; consistent postflight reductions in maximal

calf girth on 24 Apollo crewmen and in total leg volume on the last six Apollo crewmen

showed significant soft-tissue decrements (table 9). The magnitude of these decrements in

the maximal calf circumference measurement taken immediately after recovery showed a

positive correlation (r = 0.42) with the time of the measurement following splashdown
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(figure 7). Assuming rapid changes to be due to fluid shifts to the lower extremities

postflight, a better correlation would be expected had the physical activities of the

crewmen between splashdown and time of calf measurement been controlled. Continued

decrements in leg size for several days after splashdown indicate that they were not

exclusively caused by fluid changes. On the other hand, a true flight-related tissue

deterioration was suggested by a negative and significant c.orrelation (r = -0.47) between

the decrement in calf size and the length of exposure to weightlessness (figure 8). When

both Apollo data and Gemini data (from missions shorter and longer than Apollo

missions) are used, weight loss reveals a leveling off with flight duration, if not a reversed

trend, after a peak at approximately 200 hours of flight time (figure 9). The relative

contributions of muscle, fatty, and interstitial tissues to weight loss have not yet been

determined.
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Perhaps more specific arc data obtained from preflight and postflight chest

roentgenograms. Although a decrease in the frontal plane cardiac silhouette size may
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represent either a decrement of myocardial tissue, a decrement of intrachamber blood

content, or positional change such as rotation of the heart with reference to the chest

wall, changes in the cardiothoracic ratio show a very definite rise and subsequent reversal

with the duration of zero-g exposure; the peak decrement occurs between 100 and

200 hours (figure 10). The relationship between the cardiothoracic ratio and the duration

of zero-g exposure is definite, whereas correlations of the C/T ratio with weight loss or

change in blood volume are only vaguely suggested. A most unexpected finding, however,

is the significant difference (p<0.01) between the mean C/T ratio of the 12 lunar

explorers and the mean of those Apollo crewmen who were continuously exposed to

weightlessness. With 11 useful postflight data points, the lunar-walking group mean

postflight cardiothoracic ratio was essentially unchanged from the preflight ratio, whereas

the other 19 Apollo crewmen incurred a decrease in the group mean C/T ratio of -0.03.

Because changes explicitly caused by exposure to the space environment are of great

importance and concern, any opportunity to detect them is eagerly explored. Other

similar comparisons between these same groups have revealed no difference in postflight

weight loss or changes in resting and stressed postflight heart rate. Despite some use of

the lower extremities on the lunar surface, no difference in resting-calf circumference

changes was detected between the groups. These findings imply that exposure to the

lunar environment somehow maintains the preflight cardiothoracic ratio.
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These Apollo data have also provided a comparison of cardiovascular responses to

LBNP and to vertical passive standing (the true orthostatic stress reference). For

18 crewmen evaluated with -50 mm Hg (-67 x 102N/m 2) LBNP and for nine tested with

the passive stand (both procedures for three of each group), heart rates were almost

identical before flight, and postflight values for LBNP stress were slightly greater, in

contrast, and as noted in prior studies comparing orthostatic techniques, preflight and

postflight systolic and diastolic blood pressure values were higher during stand stress than

during LBNP. Thoracic and carotid pressure sensors differentially responding to the two

stressors may partly account for the difference. Pulse pressure during LBNP, however,

differed very little from pulse pressure during passive stand. These findings supported tile

use of LBNP as an orthostatic stress procedure and provided a reference for the

integration of data from the Skylab inflight LBNP evaluations.

Of the two garments designed to offer protection against orthostatic hypotension: the

garment employing the capstan principle proved to be the more suitable for use in the

space flight environment. Although the elastic garment worn by the Apollo 16 CMP

appeared to furnish moderate protection against orthostatic hypotension following

weightless flight and heat stress, this type of garment seemed to be unsuitable for use in

the operational setting. The crewman was unable to don the leotards in zero g before

reentry or following splashdown in the confined volume of the spacecraft. Consequently,

any protection the garment afforded could not be made available until the postflight

testing phase. It was also impossible to ensure a garment of proper fit for postflight use
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because the decline in limb girth was neither uniformly distributed nor predictable in

magnitude.

The design of the pressurized garment used by the Apollo 17 CMP included features

intended to overcome the difficulty of predicting change in limb girth during flight. The

CMP reported that the garment was easier to don in flight than he had anticipated, due in

part perhaps to a relatively large reduction in limb girth. He wore the garment for more

than four hours and reported it relatively comfortable.

The heart rate while reclining with the suit inflated was ten beats per minute

slower than during the preflight test 15 days before launch (70.1 -+3.5 compared to

81 +-2.12 beats per minute). Although uncommon, a reduction of the supine resting

heart rate from preflight values had been seen previously in Apollo crewmen. Mean

heart rate during the first five minutes of standing with the garment inflated after

flight was 98.3 -+3.43 beats per minute compared to 91 -+2.35 beats per minute in

the preflight test.

When the garment was deflated, heart rate increased and was still increasing after
five minutes. Garment reinflation, which required approximately 40 seconds, was

associated with an interruption of the rising slope of heart rate and a modest

reduction of mean heart rate, suggesting a protective effect from the garment.

Aside from the antihypotensive effect of using the garment, other physiological

processes that occurred during readaptation to one g may have been modified. The

Apollo 17 CMP was the only crewman of the 18 tested whose mean heart rate at R+0

during exposure to a pressure of -50 mm Hg (-67 × 102N/m 2) was within the preflight

envelope. In the other stress procedure, bicycle ergometry, he again showed no decrement

of performance from preflight levels. His pattern of postflight limb volume changes,

estimated from multiple circumferential measurements, was somewhat different from

that shown by the other five crewmen who received such measurements. Postflight

X-rays, taken before deflation of the garment, showed an increased cardiothoracic ratio in
contrast to the other 20 Apollo crewmen exposed to continuous weightlessness, for

whom data exist demonstrating postflight decreases in C/T ratios.

Summary and Conclusions

In summary, postflight orthostatic evaluations during the Apollo Program appear to

indicate that reduction in orthostatic tolerance is a consequence of space flight exposure.

Heart rate, the most reliable index, was increased, while systolic and pulse pressures were

decreased during immediate postflight evaluations using lower body negative pressure and

passive standing as the orthostatic stress. Elevation in resting heart rate was a less frequent

finding. There was considerable variability in the magnitude of these changes between

individual crewmembers and in the persistence of the chang6s over subsequent postflight

evaluations. Postflight changes in leg volume during LBNP were equal to or less than

those seen during preflight baseline evaluations. Body weight, resting calf girth, supine leg

volume, and cardiothoracic ratios were all diminished immediately postflight, and return

to preflight values was not complete within the postflight testing time frame.
The reported changes in orthostatic tolerance and other related measurements must

be interpreted with care in view of the conditions under which the data were obtained.
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The priority of operations during Apollo missions did not allow optimal control over a

number of important variables during preflight and postflight evaluations. Preflight

evaluations had to be scheduled and completed within narrow time limits and in

competition with the training and launch preparation of crewmembers. Postflight

evaluations were performed among intensive debriefing sessions, public appearances, and

other ceremonies. Relative degrees of sleep loss and high ambient temperatures also

undoubtedly influenced the findings.

Wearing of a lower body positive pressure garment during the reentry and immediate

postflight period appeared to offer some protective benefit by way of reducing

extravascular lower body pooling of fluid. It would, however, be premature to conclude

that the garment was the primary factor responsible for improved orthostatic tests for the

Apollo 17 Command Module Pilot. As was the case in all missions and for all crewmen,

individual variables cloud interpretation of the data. Other studies will be necessary to

determine the effects of such protective garments under space flight-type readaptive

conditions.

Man's physiological adaptation to the space environment and his readaptive

alterations upon return to Earth are complex. The orthostatic evaluations performed in

conjunction with the Apollo missions provide some insight into these changes. But a more

complete understanding of the physiological role, especially for missions of longer

duration, requires a thorough analysis of the effects of the space environment with special

emphasis upon inflight evaluations, control of environmental conditions, and interrelating

findings from many study disciplines.
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